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Four search words from a random word generator, the words are known to me from start of 
session. 

Pipe Mouse Ostrich Television

Since I know the four search words I can say that I saw small beige feet with long fingers and 
transparent claws on the ends and the animal was climbing up real fast scratching its way up a black 
wall. It felt really rushed. Since ostriches don't climb or have feet quite like that it suggests the mice 
at this point. Really rushed feeling. 

Climbing to get up to the top. To get away from something. A black wall that feels sinister and 
ominous. Following the trace of a smell that is why we go up there the scent trail of a meal like 
cheese. The feet are central element, not a head or eyes. Black angry wall that doesn't care, is 
intimidating black wall. We go up we climb up. Up there is a rope, or perhaps the mouse's tail (since 
we know the search words). Up there is like a fortress with raised low walls around the top border. 
There is anger here feels like a man who is ominous, that is the wall element. 

11:50 PM Secondary stage

Probe the hands: Or if they are feet. They are scratching and clawing. The target is completely black 
and feels solid. (Of course logic might be trying to insert television impressions, but I have to go with 
what we get, that's the whole point of this.) 

There is red like the red of flesh up at the top of the black, which usually suggests living being in my 
RVs. We go up because there is a scent trail of cheese up there. The black element is like an angry 
man except that it is a dark block, it is a bit intimidating although I do not think that it can cause any 
real danger. 

Figure out what the black element might be, inspect it from the sides: We have to go UP on top of it. 
Ok so go up on top of it: There is red flesh here, so we definitely have a living lifeform, the target 
cannot be simply a "television". Stay at the top: It is scratching around and looking for a scent trail. 
There is a dark blue color appearing when I run my finger across the top border along the low wall at 
the top. It smells like cheese up here. 

Investigate the black element and try to figure out what it is: We have to go simply up on top of it. Is 



there a mouse up here with some cheese? Red flesh, there is a lifeform up here, so the target is not 
simply a pipe or simply a television, and the scratchy feet and other impressions indicate mouse 
rather than an ostrich. 

There is so much stress and vengeance in this animal, the emotions I sensed are actually coming 
from it and not emotions from the black element, or so I think. We went up to be here, because we 
were following a scent trail. Now I see impressions of a large predatory bird which could suggest the 
ostrich. Some of these B4 sessions are real tricky because of the known search words, I long for fully 
blind targets again. 

Up here the lifeform is rushing around stressed and in agony, looking for the trail of food and 
watching out for a predatory bird. Red flesh consistent usually with a lifeform. 

11:59 PM End RV. 

The black large element might be an "anomaly" (I first encountered "anomalies" in the ProjectX 
targets, find out more about them there as they were often prevalent, several types of anomalies 
one of which is the black box or black room for instance) or that the black element is simply 
incorrect or even imagined by logic due to search word television, I cannot know. 

Interesting that I seem to get real sensations of a mouse when the target image is just a cartoon, 
again is indication that a target might "bring" me to a location/target that gives me what the target 
represents, I first noticed this in the internet search images but that is not to say it never happened 
before unnoticed... The target is a mouse so I guess that is all I could possibly get from this target. I 
could have said pipe or ostrich or television but I had mouse, I also drew the toes of this cartoon 
mouse pretty nicely and may have also seen its tail. As for the trail of cheese and other accessory 
impressions, there is not enough material to speculate. 

Grade A, somehow. 

Image source https://blinkybill.fandom.com/wiki/Marcia_Marsupial_Mouse
Image link https://vignette.wikia.nocookie.net/blinkybill/images/7/7d/Marcia.jpg/revision/latest?
cb=20160213150656


